
Connecting thought-leaders  
with senior event professionals 
through real insight
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100% 
delivery of guaranteed  

lead numbers

Why partner with C&IT and Event Insight?
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  Your company will be positioned as a thought-leader in front of a  
professional audience of more than 100,000 monthly users

  We work closely with you throughout the project to ensure that you  
generate tangible ROI

  You can generate filtered leads to include full contact details and  
rich information designed to make follow up as effective as possible

  Our bespoke opportunities allow you to stand out in your 
marketplace and engage your target audience with unique insight 
driven content

  Your content will be aligned with C&IT and/or Event Magazine
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We partner with you to research, create, promote, deliver and report back on your campaign
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How does the process work?

Promote & Deliver nCreate nResearch n
We conduct research with 
your target audience to 
ensure the content will 
resonate with them

We work with you to craft 
the content so it’s as strong 
as possible

We can invite a client-side 
speaker or contributor if 
necessary

We suggest creative 
ideas and delivery 
formats for the content 

Content will be designed 
to maximise engagement 
and follow up potential

We are responsible for all 
technical elements

Promotion will benefit from 
reach of the C&IT and Event 
titles (see Promotion page)

We send detailed lead reports 
upon delivery of content

Includes full contact details, 
job title, company, industry, 
company size and turnover

Can include interaction info, 
such as questions, feedback 
or poll responses 

We advise on the best way to 
follow up and get the most 
value from your leads

Report n
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The Opportunities
Expert Reports

C&IT and Event Insight’ Expert Reports deliver you guaranteed leads from your target audience as well as allowing you to position 
yourcompany as a thought leader within a specific subject area relevant to your industry.

How it works

•   Our dedicated content team conduct research with your desired audience to ensure the content and topic will resonate with them

•   We then work in partnership with you, to create the content for the expert report including background, key topics, case studies 
etc and ensure that all your objectives are met. 

•   We then market the Expert Report through various channels including our websites, social media and email bulletins, to 
encourage reader interaction and lead generation.

•   We send you a report that provides you with the leads (including full contact details, job title, company name, industry, &  
company size) that downloaded your content

You will receive the completed Expert Report in digital format which can be used for your own sales and marketing purposes. 
Additional printed copies can be made available on request for distribution to prospects, partners, trade shows etc.

Expert Report Cost: £4,295*
 *(min 100 leads guaranteed + creation of expert report)
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The Opportunities

How it works

•   We work with you to compile 8-10 researched questions on your subject of choice that will give you detailed insight into your 
audience’s key concerns

•   We market the survey across the C&IT and Event audience to ensure that you get the most relevant leads.

•   You will receive the full contact details of every survey respondent as well as their answers to each question. You also receive their 
collated answers in graphs and charts to use for your own sales and marketing purposes.

Audience Survey Cost: £3,950*
 *( min 100 leads guaranteed + creation of survey + 

collated responses)

Audience Surveys

C&IT and Event Insight surveys provide you with detailed information and targeted leads from your desired audience within  
the events industry. 
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The Opportunities

How it works

•   We will research the topic of your webinar with your target audience to ensure maximum relevance of participants.

•   We deliver a client-side speaker for the webinar where appropriate, and a senior member of the editorial team from C&IT and Event to 
act as moderator

•   We market your webinar to the C&IT and Event audience to ensure that you get the most targeted leads.

•   We manage the full technical delivery of the webinar

•   We provide detailed individual information on the leads, by including their live webinar engagement, including their voting in polls and 
any questions they ask

The webinar is a powerful platform to engage your audience, and offers you 45-60 mins of live thought-leadership to position you as the 
authority in your chosen field. 

Webinar Cost: £4,950*
 *

( min 100 leads guaranteed + delivery of webinar + speakers)
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Webinars

C&IT and Event Insight webinars offer you an interactive and comprehensive way to connect live with your audience. We work in 
partnership with you to ensure that the content, marketing, technical delivery and follow-up of your webinar meet your specific 
requirements and give you maximum audience engagement, brand awareness and lead generation.
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Bespoke Content -  
Event Sessions
A breakfast panel, evening showcase, roundtable series or 
venue safari – we will curate and promote the ideal content to 
meet your needs.

To really stand-out in our fast paced industry, you need to 
do something extraordinary. That’s why we approach every 
campaign afresh to create truly original content, ensuring that 
we exceed your expectations every time.

Read on to learn about our packages in detail.
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Venue
we can find a suitable and memorable location

Editorial Write-Up and Photography
 We will invite a photographer to take pictures to be included in the 
editorial write-up. This write up will be a two-page special feature. 

Additional copies of Event
The client will receive 50 copies of Event and a PDF of the article, 
which can be used for any future marketing purposes.

Rate card cost - £12,000 (+VAT)

Guest and Speakers
we can invite speakers and up to 40 guests, aligned with 
your target audience

Invitations
we will manage invitations, and keep you updated 
throughout the process. You will have the opportunity to 
provide a ‘wish list’ of attendees 

Content
we will research and test topics with our audience, to 
ensure that the content resonates and inspires guests and 
speakers to get involved

Breakfast Panel Debate

We will organise, promote, deliver and write-up an exclusive Breakfast Panel, developed in partnership with you. This is an opportunity to 
engage directly with senior industry professionals through a thought provoking discussion, moderated by a senior member of the C&IT 
or Event team. Each event lasts around 2 hours, including networking time.
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Editorial Write-Up and Photography
We will invite a photographer to take pictures to be included in the 
editorial write-up. This write up will be a two-page special feature. 

Additional copies of Event
The client will receive 50 copies of Event and a PDF of the article, 
which can be used for any future marketing purposes.

Format ideas

•  TED Talk style keynote
•  Creative catwalk in your venue
•  Panel debate
•   All followed by drinks, canapés and 

networking

Guest and Speakers
we can invite up to speakers and up to 25 guests, aligned 
with your target audience.

Invitations
we will manage invitations, and keep you updated 
throughout the process. You will have the opportunity to 
provide a ‘wish list’ of attendees.

Content
we will research and test topics with our audience, to 
ensure that the content resonates and inspires guests and 
speakers to get involved. 

We will organise, promote, deliver and write-up an exclusive evening networking event for your venue, developed in partnership with 
you. This is an opportunity to engage directly with senior industry professionals through a bespoke presentation or event, moderated by 
a senior member of the C&IT or Event team. Each event lasts around 2.5 hours, including networking time.
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Rate card cost - £12,000 (+VAT)

Evening Showcase Event
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Venue
we can find a suitable and memorable location

Editorial Write-Up and Photography
We will invite a photographer to take pictures to be included in the 
editorial write-up. This write up will be a two-page special feature. 

Additional copies of Event
The client will receive 50 copies of Event and a PDF of the article, 
which can be used for any future marketing purposes.

Guest and Speakers
we can invite 10 premium guests, aligned with your  
target audience.

Invitations
we will manage invitations, and keep you updated 
throughout the process. You will have the opportunity to 
provide a ‘wish list’ of attendees.

Content
we will research and test topics with our audience, to 
ensure that the content resonates and inspires guests and 
speakers to get involved.

We will organise, promote, deliver and write-up a roundtable, developed in partnership with you. This is an opportunity to engage 
directly with senior industry professionals through a thought provoking discussion, moderated by a senior member of the C&IT or Event 
team. Each event lasts around 1.5 hours, including networking time.
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Previous topics

•   Marketing to the millennials - how to engage 
with this audience at your event

•   Social media at events - how to amplify your 
brand message

Rate card cost - £10,000 (+VAT)

Roundtables
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Editorial Write-Up and Photography
We will invite a photographer to take pictures to be included in the 
editorial write-up. This write up will be a two-page special feature. 

Additional copies of Event
You will receive 50 copies of Event and a PDF of the article, which 
can be used for any future marketing purposes.

Guests
we will invite speakers and up to 25 guests, aligned with 
your target audience.

Invitations
we will manage invitations, and keep you updated 
throughout the process. You will have the opportunity to 
provide a ‘wish list’ of attendees.

Transportation
we will manage all logistics to and from venues.

We will organise, promote, deliver and write-up an exclusive Venue Safari, developed in partnership with you. This is an opportunity to 
showcase up to 4 venues in front of 25 senior industry buyers. 2 venues will be visited in the morning, and the 2 in the afternoon.
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Rate card cost - £15,000 (+VAT)

Venue Safari
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Result
•   Over-delivery by nearly 50%

•   Over 550 subscribers for the webinars

•   Genuine thought-leadership through all content, garnering positive 
audience feedback

•   Top level speakers from Telefonica, Barclays and AXA Insurance 
joined the webinar debate

Audience Quotations (via Twitter)
#poweroflive social media gems – learn from the young, take online 
conversations into the room, create value & influence opps for 
audience.

Great #webinar with #PowerofLive on social strategy / live events! 
‘Hear’ you at 3! Thanks @alexwhitson1 @VincentBoon & David 
Chalmers

And that’s it, interesting webinar definitely got the old grey matter 
ticking over, what more can you ask for. #Poweroflive

Challenge
To create and host a year long thought-leadership 
content hub, with regular updates and live events, which 
evolves to reflect changes in marketing and technology 
throughout the events industry.

Solution
A dedicated and bespoke micro-site, which hosts 
webinars, expert reports and surveys. All content 
categorised topic-by-topic, allowing simple navigation 
and access.

•   Meticulously researched industry trends through 
surveys, culminating in expert reports and live webinars

•   Innovative webinar formats and integrated social media 
options, to maximise audience engagement

•   Promoted via a variety of channels to secure a 
guaranteed audience and signup rate of over 1,000 
event professionals in the first quarter alone

•   Compiled a comprehensive lead report with contact 
details of all registrants, plus detailed information on how 
they engaged with the different pieces of content
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Case Study - Content Hub and 360 Degree Package



Your content or bespoke event is marketed to thousands of relevant 
event professionals, guaranteeing you lead generation, the ideal guests 
and brand awareness. This comprises of:

•   Targeted emails to all relevant, opt-in professionals within C&IT and Event 
database (c. 27,000) *Incl Brand Republic subscribers where relevant

•   Display adverts promoting your expert report on citmagazine.com and 
eventmagazine.co.uk (c. 72,000 unique users p/m) and on relevant C&IT  
and Event email bulletins (c. 18,000)

•   Targeted use of C&IT and Event social media sites such as Twitter,  
LinkedIn and Facebook (over 65,000 followers)

Promotion
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Partners Audience Speakers

Vincent Boon, Telefonica, 
Head of Community

Gordon Rutherford, AXA, 
Head of Marketing and 
e-Commerce

Christelle Chan, Marketing 
Director, Hotels.com

 Alastair Mackie, Head 
of Digital Development, 
Advertising, Financial Times
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